Institution is Seeking: College of the Canyons is seeking a faculty leader in the area of Ethnic Studies (African-American Studies). This is a 10-MONTH professional, full-time tenure track position beginning Fall 2024. The position may include a combination of teaching, department, college, and community leadership functions. Assignment may include day, evening, and weekend duties at all District sites.

Qualifications: DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: Please detail on your application if you have: • Experience and skill incorporating elements of diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility into all areas of responsibility; • Recent experience working with diverse student populations and an understanding of how historical patterns of exclusion of traditionally minoritized students within higher education shape patterns of participation and outcomes; • Experience and skill with addressing issues of equity, social justice, and multicultural education; • Experience in culturally responsive teaching in Ethnic Studies, particularly as it relates to relevance of Ethnic Studies to students’ lives, interests, and communities; • Experience writing Ethnic Studies curriculum for institutional articulation; • Knowledge and application of the major epistemological considerations informing the discipline of Ethnic Studies, including relevant history and contexts of the field, contributing theories, and pedagogical approaches; • Commitment to maintain currency in the discipline, including use of advanced technology required in the discipline. • Experience with online teaching and pedagogy is desired. • Strong commitment to professional growth and development, and to the continued innovation and improvement of successful teaching. • Ability to work effectively with computers and other forms of advanced technology utilized in providing high quality instruction and the understanding
and successful use of learning technology. • Willingness to facilitate and encourage student success by working to develop varied and innovative academic learning environments. • Ability to communicate professionally and clearly with students and staff, both orally and in writing. • Demonstrated ability to establish and maintain positive and effective working relationships with on-campus groups (including students, faculty, administrators and staff), as well as, off-campus community and education partners. • In addition to being well qualified to teach in their respective disciplines, it is desirable that faculty have additional abilities and interests in contributing to other professional pursuits at the College, such as: instructional innovation, second language ability, sponsoring clubs, new program development, student success initiatives and community outreach. • Demonstrated sensitivity to, and understanding of, the diverse academic, socio-economic, cultural, ethnic and disability backgrounds of community college students.

Application Procedures: [http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=283301](http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=283301)

Application Deadline: June 10, 2024

Do not post after: June 10, 2024